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SUGGESTIONS

The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs calls on the Committee on Budgetary
Control, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following suggestions in its motion
for a resolution:

1. Recalls that the European Parliament was a key driver in the efforts to set up a new and
comprehensive European System of Financial Supervision (ESFS) in the aftermath of the
financial crisis, and in creating – as part of this – the European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) in 2011;

2. Takes note of the observation made by the Commission, in its recent report on the
operation of the European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) and the ESFS, that in spite of
difficult circumstances, the ESAs have quickly established well-functioning organisations
which, overall, have performed well against their broad range of tasks, while facing
increasing demands with limited human resources;

3. Underlines that ESMA’s role in promoting a common supervisory regime across the
Single Market is essential to ensure better integrated, more efficient and safer financial
markets in the Union, thus contributing to economic recovery and the creation of jobs and
growth in Europe and the prevention of future crises in the financial sector;

4. Acknowledges that, in the opinion of the European Court of Auditors, ESMA’s
transactions underlying the annual accounts for the year ended 31 December 2013 are
legal and regular in all material respects;

5. Emphasises, without questioning that overall opinion, that ESMA needs to remedy a
couple of minor points highlighted by the European Court of Auditors; finds the 2013
situation regarding late payments of bills and incorrectly paid VAT to be unacceptable;

6. Acknowledges that the ESFS is still in a setting-up phase and stresses that the tasks
already entrusted to ESMA, as well as future tasks envisaged in on-going legislative work,
require an adequate level of staff and budget to allow for high-quality supervision;
emphasizes that the need to combine additional tasks with additional resources should
always be carefully considered; stresses however that any potential increases in its means
should be preceded and/or complemented by adequate rationalisation efforts, wherever
possible; highlights ESMA's coordinating role and the need to closely cooperate with
national supervisory authorities to fulfil its mandate;

7. Stresses that, given its limited resources, ESMA must stick to the tasks assigned to it by
the Union co-legislators; underlines that ESMA should carry out those assignments in full,
but that it must not seek to de facto broaden its mandate beyond them, and that it must
remain independent; highlights that ESMA should check the necessity of drafting
guidelines and recommendations;

8. Highlights that ESMA should make full use of its powers in the area of consumer
protection that are granted to it by its existing mandate; underlines that, in this area, the
ESMA should coordinate more closely with the other ESAs through the Joint Committee;
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9. Calls on ESMA to ensure that in the future no legal commitments are entered into in
advance of budget commitments;

10. Concludes that ESMA’s mixed financing arrangement is inflexible, burdensome and a
potential threat to its independence; calls therefore on the Commission, if proven by the
Commission's assessment, to propose a financing system by 2017 that:

- is solely based on the introduction of fees by market participants, or

- combines fees by market participants with basic funding from a separate budget line in
the general Union budget.
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